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ABSTRACT | Energy performance requirements are causing

designers of next-generation systems to explore approaches to

lowest possible power consumption. Subthreshold operation is

being examined to stretch low-power circuit designs beyond

the normal modes of operation, with the potential for large

energy savings. Some of the challenges to be overcome, like

10–100� performance penalties, are being addressed by re-

search into parallelism. However, the uncertainty in timing

generated by operating in subthreshold represents a major

challenge to overcome. In this paper, first, we will introduce

some background information on digital logic subthreshold

operation, then provide some background on clockless logic

design approaches giving a brief overview of some of the

characteristics of the different design styles and focusing on

NULL convention logic. Next, we will examine the applica-

tion of that clockless logic approach to a military system,

reviewing the background of the experiment, factors consid-

ered in the comparison, and then summarizing the results of

the comparisons. Finally, an overview of additional research

and development that will be needed to make the technique

available to subthreshold designers is presented.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Today’s warfighter is becoming reliant upon more and

more technological support to achieve strategic and tac-

tical superiority over their enemies. Technological ad-
vantages include such items as night-vision equipment,

unattended ground sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles, and

body worn electronics. All of these systems need to be as

small, lightweight, and low power as possible. This leads to

the drive for high levels of integration with more and more

dense circuits to achieve the minimum size, weight, and

power possible.

Since batteries power most devices in the field, reduc-
ing power requirements can lead to large savings in the

effective footprint of a device, enabling new capabilities

that had previously been unattainable.

Two major requirements to deploying these small-size and

low-power microsystems are: to exploit energy harvesting

from the environment to eliminate or prolong the life of

batteries; and to manage the power and performance of the

system to fit within the available energy envelope of the power
source. These requirements drive the need for novel ap-

proaches for dealing with ultralow-power environments, and

demand the adoption of new approaches to circuit design.
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Systems that drive these needs include next-generation
unattended ground sensors or wireless sensor systems

where the system needs to operate on limited battery or

environmentally scavenged power for months or years.

These systems can have complex power envelopes that

vary widely as the system moves through its cycle of

operation. Maximizing the node capabilities within the

available energy supply requires a careful analysis of the

sensor energy requirements as it moves through its
operating cycle, and demands the use of dynamic power

management techniques based on the state of the system.

While Department of Defense (DoD) applications are the

most demanding and challenging, similar needs and issues

can be found in many homeland security and structural/

environmental monitoring and safety applications.

The intelligence and capability to manage the power

must be built into the system itself and includes features
such as:

• an intelligent adaptive processing and control

architecture that minimizes power consumption

requirements by balancing processing capability

versus power consumption as the system cycles

through its operational states;

• precision power control at the transistor and cir-

cuit level that minimizes overall power consump-
tion, while providing on-demand power domains

for higher processing throughput when needed and

subthreshold operation to minimize power con-

sumption when processor demands are low;

• design techniques and cell libraries that optimize

operation across the range from subthreshold to

normal mode without major loss of performance;

• multiple on-chip power domains that efficiently
support circuit operation across a wide voltage

range;

• control of leakage currents in both logic and mem-

ory, particularly in the sleep modes where leakage

currents can be the dominant energy loss for the

system;

• optimized energy processing circuits that account

for both the characteristics of the energy harvester
and the desired range of voltage and current of the

sensor node.

Digital subthreshold logic design, where the operating

voltage is below the threshold voltage of the PMOS and

NMOS transistors, holds promise for providing ultralow-

power operation for these systems, but comes with signifi-

cant challenges. The most notable example is the widely

varying delay characteristics of the transistors across process,
voltage, and temperature that force clocked designers to

build in increasingly larger design safety margins in their

timing, further reducing effective performance.

Clockless circuit design approaches, that replace the

fixed timing assumption of the clock paradigm, offer alter-

native ways to harvest the potential of the subthreshold

operation. Though there are many variations on clockless

circuit design approaches, this paper will focus on one in
particular, NULL Convention Logic, that was used for the

study reported and that is: suitable for application in the

subthreshold regime; has been applied to low-power cir-

cuit design; has been proven through the fabrication of

numerous ASICs of various complexity; and has a design

approach geared towards producing circuits that are highly

delay insensitive.

In this paper, first, we will introduce some background
information on digital logic subthreshold operation, then

provide some background on clockless logic design ap-

proaches giving a brief overview of some of the character-

istics of the different design styles and focusing on NULL

Convention Logic design, and presenting results of some of

the fabricated chips built using that technology as an aid to

illustrate features of the technology as they may apply to

subthreshold design. Next, we will examine the applica-
tion of that clockless logic approach to a military system,

reviewing the background of the experiment, factors con-

sidered in the comparison, and then summarizing the re-

sults of the comparisons. Finally, an overview of additional

research and development that will be needed to make the

technique available to subthreshold designers is presented.

II . BACKGROUND

A. Digital Logic Subthreshold Operation
Operation of digital CMOS transistors in the sub-

threshold regime (where the VDD used in operation is

below the threshold voltage of the PMOS and NMOS

transistors) has proven to be very beneficial for energy

constrained systems as it enables minimum energy con-
sumption in logic circuits during active computation and

reduces leakage currents in components that must be con-

tinuously powered. A good example of this can be found in

[1]. This paper reported results on a subthreshold clocked

Boolean logic (CBL) system on a chip (SoC) including a

microcontroller and a subthreshold 128 kB SRAM pow-

ered by a switched capacitor dc–dc converter that deliv-

ered variable supply voltages from 0.3 V to 0.6 V. Reported
clock speeds included 434 kHz at 500 mV and 1.04 MHz

at 600 mV, with a reported minimum operating voltage of

300 mV.

Other examples showing some of the challenges and

potential benefits to be had in subthreshold operation

include [2]–[5].

In the kinds of sensor applications being addressed by

the DoD, where long term operation is required in harsh
conditions with limited power available, subthreshold

operation is a desirable goal for the lowest energy con-

sumption. There are sacrifices to be made, of course, in-

cluding the 10–100� or more loss in throughput; but those

can be addressed through parallelism, changes in the ar-

chitecture, or multivoltage level operations in many

applications [6].
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However, in subthreshold operation the logic design
must account for the exponential variation of subthreshold

current with Vth variation. At 65 nm even a static CMOS

logic style does not guarantee functionality in subthresh-

old. In subthreshold operation, transistor drive current

variations increase by 10� or greater, compared to no-

minal operation [7].

BSub-Vth logic will likely play a key role in many

future energy-efficient designs, but designers must
first dedicate all of their efforts to developing

variability-resistant designs[ [2].

Process variations can randomly weaken pull-up or

pull-down networks thus degrading noise margins of logic

gates. In subthreshold registers, inverters with reduced

output levels decrease the hold signal noise margin of data

rates and affect data retention. Clock buffers with reduced
output swing can cause contention thus impeding signal

propagation. Gate delay variations can be 300% of nomi-

nal, causing major challenges for designers [8], who are

left with the choice of designing conservatively and giving

up performance gains from smaller geometry processes, or

risking timing failures.

There are metal gate processes that can mitigate the

variability caused by random dopant fluctuations but line
edge roughness is still a factor and these two sources of

variability dominate in advanced fabrication processes. As

technology progresses to finer and finer geometries, design

safety margins will increase.

All of these effects contribute to a very challenging set of

problems for circuit designers to overcome: how to exploit
subthreshold power advantages, without having to sacrifice
all performance in order to guarantee functionality? Is there

a way to dynamically take advantage of the performance
inherent in a design, when the exact behavior is not known

until after fabrication, and indeed, until operation of the

device in the specific environment? There are a variety of

devices and logic families that have been proposed to deal

with subthreshold operation, with various pros and cons [9].

However, one promising approach to solving this may lie in

applying different digital design techniques, possibly bor-

rowing from lessons learned in other low-power design
arenas, such as hearing aids [10], [11].

B. Clockless Logic Overview

1) Clockless Logic Approaches: An emerging set of

technologies capable of addressing the problems experi-

enced in subthreshold design, is asynchronous or clockless

logic. While a comprehensive review of clockless logic
circuit design is beyond the scope of this paper, some

introduction to the key features and characteristics of the

most relevant approaches is warranted. More details in

depth on the design of clockless logic circuits can be found

in [12].

Clockless logic circuit designs are conceptually similar

to CBL designs, in the sense that both circuits have registers
for storing the inputs and results of a calculation and
computational elements for transforming the data flowing in

a circuit. In a CBL design, the sequencing of the data from

register to register is controlled by a (usually) global signal,

the clock. In clockless logic circuit design, the sequencing

of the data from register to register through the

computation elements is controlled by some other means,

an asynchronous control (Fig. 1).

There are numerous approaches to designing without
clocks, with various pros and cons depending on the design

Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of CBL design structure, with (b) a general clockless logic circuit design structure.
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style. Some of the major potential benefits include the
following.

• Robust operation across PVT variations due to the

elimination of the clock.

• Logically determined circuit design [13]. Circuits

are designed to function independent of the timing

assumptions normally inherent in CBL design ap-

proaches. This results in designs that will function

over the entire operating range of the transistors.
• Power management with very low latencyVno

clock gating or restabilization issues on power-up.

Circuits automatically go quiescent when they are

waiting for data, and immediately resume opera-

tion upon receipt of that data. CBL designs need to

carefully manage the gating of the clock(s) in order

to achieve similar results, and have a latency issue

upon receipt of new data.
• Low EMI and crosstalk [14]. Circuits designed

using clockless techniques generally have much

lower EMI crosstalk signatures than equivalent

CBL designs. The lack of a single unifying control

signal (the clock) enables the system to distribute

the switching of the transistors in time, resulting in

lowered EMI and lowered substrate noise signa-

tures. For building systems, clockless logic circuit
design’s low EMI and low crosstalk characteristics

will also be an advantage. Integrating low voltage

or sensitive analog/RF components on the same

substrate with large amounts of digital logic can be

challenging due to the coherent noise generated by

the simultaneous clocking of large numbers of

circuit elements. Applying a clockless approach to

this removes that global synchronization, reducing
the noise and enabling much higher performance

analog/RF circuitry on chip. This represents a ma-

jor advantage for sensor systems that must reliably

detect weak signals in a noisy and energy starved

environment.

• Modular composition and delay insensitive inter-

facing. The ability for individual blocks to auto-

matically self-synchronize their data rates permits
the designer to concentrate on the logical structure

of the data flow, and not crafting complicated

timing relationships to ensure clock synchroniza-

tion between regions operating at different voltage

levels or speeds. Using the appropriate clockless

logic circuit design technology, a designer can es-

sentially design with as many voltage regimes as

make sense, without having to derive multiple
clock signals to accommodate all of the speed va-

riations implied by multiple voltage domains.

Indeed, this capability can be exploited to self-

synchronize different circuit regions operating at

different rates no matter what the cause; this can be

used in what is sometimes called globally asyn-

chronous locally synchronous (GALS) designs to

simplify complicated clock domain interfacing,
even at normal operating voltage levels. GALS is

becoming commonplace for complex ASIC designs

where multiple clock domains make for easier

design. In subthreshold, where multiple voltage

domains (effectively clock domains) may be

essential, the GALS concept is highly desirable.

Some of the significant potential drawbacks of clock-

less logic circuit design include the following.
• Complicated design approaches unfamiliar to CBL

designersVmany approaches develop new lan-

guages and design styles that add additional bar-

riers to entry for designers not steeped in clockless

logic circuit design practices.

• Lack of mainstream EDA tool supportVexisting

EDA tools from mainstream suppliers are becom-

ing more and more refined at synthesizing, in-
serting test support, simulating, and laying out

clocked designs. Adapting these to clockless logic

circuit design approaches is no small feat, but more

work is being done in this area demonstrating the

use of commercial EDA tools for clockless logic

circuit designs [15].

• Area/performance penaltiesValthough there are

many examples of clockless logic circuit designs
that are faster than their clocked equivalents [16]–

[20], in many cases, clockless logic circuit designs

incur a cost in terms of area or performance rela-

tive to the equivalent clocked functionality.

Clockless logic circuit designs can be grouped into four

broad classes [21].

• Self-timed circuits rely upon bounded delay

assumptions for gates and wires.
• Speed independent (SI) circuits assume that all

wire delays are zero, but that gates can have arbitrary

delays. This technique is not relevant to deep sub-

micron circuit design where the gates operating at

nominal are fast (zero delay) and the wires are slow.

• Quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) circuits relax the

strict delay insensitive assumptions by making as-

sumptions that signal branching in wires in some
limited cases are assumed to have equal (or rela-

tively matched) delays. These are termed isochronic
forks.

• Delay insensitive (DI) circuits work correctly under

arbitrary assumptions of delays of gates and wires.

In practice, this results in uninteresting designs that

are essentially static in nature with no decisions.

Of the four classes, only the self-timed and the QDI
circuits will be described further; DI is in essence an

academic curiosity, and SI circuits impose an assumption

about zero wire delay that is increasingly invalidated in

smaller geometry processes.

2) Self-Timed Circuits: Self-timed circuit designs are the

closest conceptually to a CBL design. In this case, each
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datapath through a computational element has a matched

timing signal to trigger the latching of the data. This is

called Bbundled delay,[ because a data word is bundled

with a matched timing signal, and the assumption is that

the arrival of the timing signal is sufficient to guarantee

that the entire bundle of data has been calculated and

received. The arrival of the bundle signal is equivalent to

the arrival of the clock edge. The receiving register sends
an acknowledgement back to the originating register in

order to close the control loop and prevent data overruns.

This localized timing/control approach can be conceptu-

ally considered akin to very fine-grained clocking. A sim-

plified block diagram of a bundled data approach is shown

in Fig. 2.

The most commercially successful example of this de-

sign approach is from Handshake Solutions, who have
produced a variety of commercial designs including an

8051 based microprocessor, and in collaboration with

ARM, have developed a clockless ARM9 core. The

ARM996HS processor automatically adapts to variations

in environmental conditions (such as supply voltage, cur-

rent, and temperature).

Fig. 3 [22] shows the results of simulations in a 0.13 �m

process comparing a CBL (ARM968E-S) and clockless

(ARM996HS) ARM core, with essentially equivalent gate
count. As the figure shows, the clockless core has signi-

ficantly lowered current peaks, as well as much lower

electromagnetic emissions as a result of the distributed

switching of the logic gates in time, inherent in all clock-

less logic circuit designs. The increased power efficiency of

the clockless ARM9 (0.045 mW/MHz versus the CBL

version’s 0.13 mW/MHz) is also a benefit.

However, there is a cost trade-off evident in this design
case: the clockless core as reported has operating

Fig. 2. Bundled data design.

Fig. 3. Simulation comparison of a clockless and CBL ARM9 processor in 0.13 �m TSMC process.
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performance equivalent to a CBL design of 77 MHz under
nominal conditions, and equivalent to 50 MHz operation

under worst case conditions. This compares to the CBL

design’s performance of 100 MHz across the entire

operating range.

The assumption of the bundled delay becomes a weak-

ness when looking at applying self-timed designs to sub-

threshold applications. In fact, in subthreshold operation,

where process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations
can cause exponential variations in subthreshold current,

self-timed designs are at more of a disadvantage than a CBL

approach. The bundled delays need to be precalculated and

realized in silicon, forcing a very conservative timing ap-

proach in order to guarantee functionality. If the timing is

not conservative enough, the circuit breaks, with no way to

fix it without a respin of the IC. At least in a CBL design,

the clock rate can usually be turned down after manufac-
turing to enable the circuit to function if the timing esti-

mates were wrong.

3) Quasi Delay Insensitive Circuits: Quasi delay insensi-

tive (QDI) approaches try to maintain as much delay

insensitivity as possible, making them ideal choices for

operating in unknown or wildly varying delay regimes,

such as in subthreshold. Martin et al. [23] did some of the
earliest work on QDI microprocessors, including the deve-

lopment of a clockless version of the MIPS R3000 pro-

cessor [24]. This work and applications of the techniques

have mainly focused on high performance circuit applica-

tions, where the goal was to deliver high-speed circuits,

rather than lowest energy designs.

A broad overview and review of QDI in general was

provided by Martin et al. in [25], and will not be repeated
here. Instead, one version of QDI, NULL convention logic,

will be considered.

4) NULL Convention Logic: NULL Convention Logic

(NCL) [26], an example of a QDI approach, was selected

for consideration based on a number of factors, including

the ready availability of design tools based on familiar di-

gital design approaches to develop the circuits (e.g., VHDL
data entry capability), the expertise of the researchers in

working with the technology, the proven ability of the

technology to generate functional chips and the known

robustness of the design approach to timing variations. The

technology has been used to produce a number of clockless

logic designs, ranging from small scale demonstrations to

microcontrollers, where the emphasis has been on design-

ing for power efficiency, at moderate performance levels,
with low noise/EMI characteristics suitable for mixed-

signal designs and desirable characteristics for an ultralow-

power military electronics system.

a) NCL operation: NCL replaces the synchronizing

function of the clock with two primary features.

• A delay insensitive data encoding that provides an

unambiguous signal when DATA is available by

introducing the concept of the NULL state (no valid
data present), resulting in a DATA-NULL cycle of

operation. At its simplest, the encoding scheme can

encode a bit as dual-rail, where one rail is energized

to represent a DATA value of 1, and the other rail is

energized to represent a DATA value of 0. Both rails

energized is a logical error, and neither rail ener-

gized represents a NULL state. Alternative encod-

ing schemes are possible (e.g., a rail is energized for
the NULL state, and the nonenergized state corre-

sponds to the DATA meaning).

• Completion detection circuitry, to watch the pro-

pagation of the DATA and NULL and to synchro-

nize the communications of adjacent registration

stages. In the case of a simple dual-rail encoded

calculation, the completion circuitry verifies that

one signal has been received for each bit value in
the calculated DATA.

Fig. 4 shows the basic threshold gate symbology used

for NCL, as well as a simple Bcombinational[ example

implementing a half adder function. NCL gates are thresh-

old gates that Bcount[ the number of inputs that are either

DATA or NULL. In a two-valued system, such as is typical

of CMOS design, one electrical level is assigned to repre-

sent each state (e.g., asserting an output at VDD is equiv-
alent to the DATA state, and deasserting the output to VSS

is the NULL state). An M-of-N threshold gate switches to

DATA when M inputs are DATA and switches back to

NULL when all N inputs are NULL. In the NCL half adder

example all of the wires begin in a NULL state, and then

DATA values are applied to the appropriate wires to re-

present the logical values for A and B. The thicker lines

show the individual wires that would be energized for the
case where variable A is a 1, or A is a 0 value; only one of the

two wires would be set to the DATA state (typically VDD).

As the gates reach their DATA threshold the system then

propagates the values to the outputs, setting the appro-

priate wires for C(arry) and S(um). The NCL circuit will

output the same truth table as the CBL circuit, but note

that a time reference is required (depicted as a clock) for

the CBL circuit to manage the input and output of data.
NCL integrates the data transformation and control

functions into a single logic expression and produces cir-

cuits that are clockless, data driven, and effectively delay

insensitive. An illustration of the integrated data/control

flow is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows an NCL circuit

fragment in its conceptual parts. Initially, the circuit is in a

NULL state (one of the two available electrical levels),

except for the two BACK[ lines feeding the input and
output registers, which are DATA (opening the registers).

DATA (the opposite electrical level to the NULL state)

then comes into the input register, propagates through the

combinational circuitry and through the output register

(shown by the bold arrows). This is then passed through

the completion detection circuitry, which determines

when a calculation has finished. The completion detection
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block then ACKnowledges the input register, and requests

a NULL. The NULL wavefront then follows the path that

DATA took, and Bresets[ the circuit to its initial (NULL)

state.

NCL circuits run at the data rate and not under the

control of a global clock. If no data is being presented to
the circuits, they inherently go into a sleep mode and wait

for the next data set to arrive. The recovery from the sleep

mode occurs with very low latency because there are no

phase locked loops and clocks to restabilize.

The robustness of the NCL circuits is a result of their

average case behaviorVa slow logic gate in an NCL circuit

does not slow down all the rest of the logic gates (Fig. 6).

Thus a slow gate may not slow the overall circuit behavior
and does not necessarily result in a failure to meet

throughput requirements. Even if the circuit does slow

down it will continue to propagate correct data and will

provide a signal (the acknowledge) that can be monitored

to determine that a performance error has occurred and

corrective action should be taken. In comparison, a slow

gate in a CBL circuit will result in the propagation of bad

data to the output with no indication of a problem.
Little research has been done in examining the

application of NCL to high throughput systems; the focus

has been primarily on low-power medium throughput

designs. The cost of the NULL/DATA cycle operating

paradigm in terms of speed varies widely depending on the

nature of the design being considered. The NCL circuits

(for an equivalent pipelining depth) require propagation of

2� the number of wavefronts for each calculation. This is
balanced against the setup, hold, and jitter margins needed

by the CBL design. In simple designs, with long pipeline

Fig. 5. NULL Convention Logic operation.

Fig. 4. NULL Convention Logic signaling protocol compared to CBL. (a) Truth table for a half adder function, and a combinational

logic implementation with a time reference. (b) A NULL Convention Logic implementation of the same truth table.

(c) NCL threshold gate symbology.
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stages and simple clocking requirements, the penalty can

be 2�. In more complex designs, timing margins for the

clock grow, and CBL designs suffer more degradation over

PVT variations than does the corresponding NCL design,

thus the penalty decreases. In practice, the speed com-

parison is even more uncertain, since the clockless para-
digm offers alternate architectures for solving the problem

that are not available to CBL designs, potentially in-

creasing the effective speed of the clockless designs; even

when forced to use the same architecture, most times the

speed issue is addressed by adding additional pipelining

to the clockless design to compensate for the extra cycles.

In any case, while a possible significant penalty at

nominal operating voltage, the premise of ultralow-power
(ULP) designs is that speed will be traded for lower

power.

QDI circuit design approaches like NCL can offer

intrinsic benefits of circuits that are data driven and

essentially delay insensitive with no timing issues to break

the functionality. This provides robust operation across a

wide range of PVT variation.

b) NCL EDA support: NCL designs can be captured
using VHDL, a language familiar to CBL designers, helping

to reduce the barrier to adoption of clockless logic. Place

and route, and dynamic simulation can all be accomplished

using commercially available tools.

NCL circuit designs have approaches to circuit test

developed, including automated scan insertion and built-in

self test. However, the EDA support for these approaches
is not as comprehensive as that available for CBL de-

signers. Basic approaches have been shown to operate both

in industry and in academia, and the principles demon-

strated on simple systems, using techniques to adapt CBL

tools to the job, or based on custom tools developed

specifically for the purpose [27], [28].

c) NCL circuit characteristics: NULL convention logic

designs typically see a penalty in terms of area when
compared to CBL designs. Table 1 summarizes a compar-

ison of an NCL version of a small microcontroller versus

two flavors of CBL designs (two different synthesis runs of

the CBL core trading off area versus energy efficiency),

fabricated in 0.25 �m CMOS. As can be seen, the NCL

design occupies approximately 1.6–1.7� the area of the

CBL designs. The transistor count difference is in the

range of approximately 1.14–1.21� that of the CBL
designs.

Fig. 6. (a) CBL circuits produce erroneous results if any one element fails to meet timing. (b) NCL circuits adjust to timing variations, either

borrowing slack from faster stages to maintain the desired rate, or automatically adjusting the throughput to the maximum functional rate.

Table 1 Comparison of NCL and Two CBL Microcontroller Designs
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While area penalties are an obvious disadvantage for

cost sensitive commercial applications, it is not likely to

be a significant disadvantage for demanding military/

aerospace (or even commercial) applications where power

considerations are critical. As the table shows, the clock-

less design provides more than a 3� savings in power/MHz

(or energy) versus the clocked designs.
Fig. 7 shows the operation of a clockless microcon-

troller as a function of power supply voltage. The graph

shows the plot of the energy consumption and execution

times of the microcontroller normalized to 1 at the nominal
VDD of 2.5 V. It can be seen that the microcontroller

operates continuously over the entire measured voltage

range, even as the system performance varies over a 40�
range. In practice, the core functioned up to at least 3.3 V,

but that was beyond the recommended voltage levels for

the process (risking destruction of the transistors). Opera-

tion over such wide voltage ranges is particularly attractive

for battery powered unattended systems.
In another study a test chip was designed and fabri-

cated with both analog and digital circuits so that the

impact of the digitally introduced substrate noise on the

analog circuits could be directly measured. NCL and CBL

pseudo-random number generators were designed and

implemented with an interdigitated layout. The circuits

were then placed into operation, and the substrate induced

crosstalk generated by the operation of these circuits on
the analog circuits was measured and compared. As can be

seen (Fig. 8), the NCL implementation demonstrated

25 dBm lower coupled noise compared with the equivalent

CBL design.

The NCL approach, when compared to equivalent CBL

designs, provides lower power, lower EMI, lower substrate

noise (enabling easier integration of sensitive analog or RF

circuits), and reliable, maximum throughput delivered
automatically based on the environmental conditions

(temperature, voltage, process), rather than throughput

being artificially constrained to worst-case conditions as it

is in a CBL system. This latter characteristic, the reliability

of the functionality derived from logically determined

Fig. 7. Clockless microcontroller operation as a function of

power supply voltage.

Fig. 8. (a) Low noise characteristics of NCL showing the photomicrograph of the test circuit. (b) Measured substrate induced noise for

the CBL and NCL circuits.
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system design, is what enables NCL systems to adapt and
achieve maximal performance even in subthreshold

operation.

In the next section, we perform some analysis and

simulation, projecting the application of this technology to

DoD systems operating in subthreshold, using a test case

based on a 65 nm CMOS process.

III . APPLYING CLOCKLESS LOGIC TO
REAL SYSTEMS

A. Setting the Stage
To investigate the potential value of a clockless logic

approach to subthreshold digital design in the context of

military ASICs, the authors chose to apply both analytical

and simulation approaches. A set of standard cells were
created for both the NCL and CBL approaches in a 65 nm

bulk CMOS process, and the effects of subthreshold PVT

variations were modeled. A set of 5-tap FIR filters were

then designed and simulated across PVT variations as well.

These results were then used to scale up to projections of

the effects on larger circuits and to estimate the per-

formance of each design approach under circumstances

consistent with military electronics.

B. Factors in the Comparison
In performing the comparisons of the NCL design and the

CBL design, the comparison was between subthreshold NCL

and subthreshold CBL without the ability to adapt to tem-

perature, with both circuits designed for a 65 nm process. For

NCL it was assumed that either power shutoff (PSO) or

adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) making use of NCL’s integral
completion signals could be used to save energy when NCL

completes the computations ahead of time. AVS is preferable

to PSO because it addresses both dynamic and static energy

whereas PSO only eliminates leakage energy and PSO

requires state save/re-initialization.

CBL clock rate adaptation over temperature was not

considered in the comparison. Rough adaptation to tem-

perature is sometimes done at the chip-level in circuits,
(e.g., as in high end microprocessors) but this is done

globally. It is rough because there are always measurement

errors due to the difference in location between the tem-

perature sensor and logic gates under control and control

errors due to errors in modeling speed vs. temperature,

variability sensitivity vs. temperature, power supply re-

sponse time vs. logic speed, speed vs.VDD, and the need to

maintain timing closure as the clock and/or power supply
voltage are changed. These errors cannot easily be

removed so although compensation is sometimes done it

is never an exact match to the critical path performance as

it is with NCL. Other techniques, e.g., Razor [29] (a form

of AVS), can compensate over temperature as does NCL,

but Razor has drawbacks including its own control system

complexity and the large margin (2�) needed to guarantee

fixed computational rate in the presence of more than 1/2
clock slack failures. Nevertheless, the circuit does adapt

and can save energy, but it was excluded in the

comparison.

The following factors were considered in the compar-

ison and analysis, in an effort to make a projection of the

qualitative benefits that might be realized from an NCL

design versus a CBL design approach. These factors over-

lap so they must be considered together as a whole rather
than independently. The percentages associated with each

of these factors are not independent and are not

multiplicative.

1) Operational temperature history and mission

duration: With a simulated chip at room temper-

ature NCL and CBL operated at nearly the same

Energy per Operation (E/Op). There are no sav-

ings when operating at the low temperature. In
fact in the implementation we simulated NCL was

5.5� higher energy per operation E/Op at

�40 �C, but very little time is spent at this tem-

perature even in a cold environment due to self-

heating.

As temperature rises, NCL energy savings ac-

cumulates over time. The operational history and

its profile across the clock tree is therefore im-
portant. Since systems usually start out cold and

warm up over time, most ICs spend the majority of

their time at higher temperature rather than the

minimum that they must operate at. As the tem-

perature stabilizes, the total energy savings of NCL

versus CBL will continue to grow, converging to a

constant performance advantage versus the CBL

design.
Some missions are shorter but many missions

last much longer than the 2.7 hr time curve con-

sidered. Unattended Aerial Vehicle (UAV) mis-

sions can last between 1 and 20 days for long

endurance UAVs. Since the energy savings accu-

mulates over time, the longer the mission the

more energy is saved. From the viewpoint of mis-

sion duration, the comparison is pessimistic and the
lower value of the energy savings range was assigned
a factor of 7�. If the temperature profile had

started at room temperature, the factor would

have been more like 7.4�. If the mission had been

twice as long the savings would have been 8.7�.

2) Packaging and total power dissipation: A 20 �C
temperature rise was factored into the mission

E/Op savings projection based on an assumption
of a typical package and total power dissipation.

Since circuits operate faster in this process as

temperature increases, there is a speed advantage

to operating the circuit fast and the designer

would select packaging and design to operate at

higher temperatures. High performance designs
operating near thermal limits achieve a 32� E/Op
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advantage with NCL over CBL and the upper energy
savings was assigned the value of 30� E/Op savings.

3) On-chip temperature profiles: Most chips have a

nonuniform temperature profile across the span of

the clock tree. The temperature difference is ty-

pically between 0 �C and 30 �C. The NCL simu-

lation we did showed a 3� lower E/Op between

55 �C and 25 �C. This places a minimum value on

the ratio of NCL E/Op to CBL E/Op because CBL
cannot be compensated within the clock tree,

whereas, NCL has local completion signals that

could be used for local PSO.

4) Compatibility with paralleling and pipelining:

Uncorrelated device-to-device variations cannot

be compensated with clock-based logic that emu-

lates the computational path. A measurement of

the computational path itself must be made and
NCL does this. The impact this has on E/Op for

designs implemented in nanometer processes is

that CBL must maintain margin, and as the

register-to-register delay decreases with added

paralleling and pipelining, the throughput quickly

becomes limited by the minimum timing margin.

There is also a significant global clock tree E/Op

cost associated with both paralleling and pipelin-
ing, whereas NCL does not drive long clock lines,

therefore, a CBL circuit is limited in its depth of

pipelining and paralleling well before there is a

single gate between registers. NCL can be more

heavily pipelined and paralleled. In a process with

2� the variability of the 65 nm process, with

heavy pipelining, NCL can achieve 3� the speed

of CBL and this combined with power shutoff
would result in 3� lower E/Op than CBL, hence
the upper range of 7� ðfrom item 1Þ times 3� ¼
21� and this was rounded down and listed as the
upper savings for most military projects.

5) Compatibility with power shutoff (PSO) or

adaptive voltage scaling (AVS): The power sav-

ings with NCL is predicated upon the use of either

PSO or AVS. Without the ability to either signifi-
cantly reduce the leakage (PSO), or to take advantage

of the improved energy efficiency of matching the

execution rate to the data rate (AVS), the NCL

system becomes constrained by its environment and

would not save energy over the CBL system in this

analysis. The estimated savings was based on PSO to

be conservative and this assumes some form of

reinitialization capability or state savings [30] for the
NCL pipeline. Reinitialization and reset requires a

small amount of additional time and not all designs

have enough slack to accommodate it. However,

since subthreshold throughput changes orders of

magnitude over temperature, it is highly likely that

timing margins would allow PSO implementation

for nearly all designs that operate in subthreshold.

AVS, since it addresses both the dynamic energy
and the static energy consumption, produces even

higher savings in a dynamic energy dominated E/Op

budget. Most systems, even at optimum VDD in

subthreshold operate with dynamic energy domi-

nating. A factor of 6� E/Op savings can be achieved

over the subthreshold VDD range using AVS based

on a comparison of low subthreshold VDD E/Op and

near subthreshold VDD E/Op. AVS requires power
islands, sensing, and high efficiency power conver-

sion all of which increase the complexity of the

design. For small designs or designs that would not

switch or regulate a high percentage of the total

power budget in this way, the benefit may not justify

the added complexity.

6) Expected percentage implemented at each

technology node (e.g., 65 nm, 45 nm, . . .):
Our simulation was done with a 65 nm process.

Many new designs are moving on to 45 nm because

of the high density it affords and because of the

extremely high transistor bandwidths. There is

also a trend to compensate analog circuits with

digital calculations allowing analog circuit size and

power reductions. With this trend, it is expected

that new designs will migrate to the most mod-
ern processes available and affordable that sup-

port any mixed-signal requirements and the

benefits of NCL will increase. Cost does not justify

the latest processes in some designs and applica-

tions requiring high voltage or high precision

analog components will likely remain at 90 nm

and larger.

7) Average activity factor: Activity factor deter-
mines the percentage of energy that is dynamic vs.

static. Designs having a high activity factor require

more dynamic energy. Designs with a low activity

factor, especially at 65 nm and below have a much

higher percentage of static power. We implemen-

ted a datapath architecture in this analysis in order

to exercise NCL in a situation that was known to

be stressing for NCL. Although the overall activity
factor was not estimated for this design, the fact

that it was a datapath architecture means that it

must compute an output every clock cycle and this

means that it has a higher proportion of dynamic

energy. Since PSO saves only static E/Op, designs

using PSO for energy savings would save the most

energy when the circuit has a low activity factor.

If AVS were used, both static and dynamic energy
could be saved.

With those factors in mind, the results of the

comparisons follow.

C. Comparison of NCL to CBL in DoD Systems
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of subthreshold CBL and

NCL performance of a 5-tap FIR filter implemented in a
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65 nm bulk CMOS process. The variation in the circuit’s

performance under subthreshold operating conditions

was simulated using Monte Carlo analysis techniques,
varying the transistor characteristics in accordance with

the process’ variability. The circuit speeds were then

measured by calculating the minimum period of a

clocked data source that could be used to drive the cir-

cuit. The results were then binned to produce the plot

shown. The Histogram Frequency shows the number of

circuits from the Monte-Carlo runs that fell into

each bin.
As can be seen in Fig. 9 from the distance of the 3�

point from the center of the respective curves, the NCL

circuits have significantly less variation in performance

than the CBL circuits. This translates to increased yield

and reduced die cost for the NCL design versus the CBL

design.

The figure shows that, in this example, NCL logic can
implement fixed-throughput systems that are 8% to 18%

faster than CBL for the same yield due to the necessity

to use lognormal statistics in subthreshold operation.

Also because of their delay insensitivity NCL circuits

with negative timing slack for the selected yield point

will still function (but may not meet required perfor-

mance goals), whereas CBL circuits with negative slack

time fail.
In the subthreshold case shown in Fig. 10, an analysis

compared a CBL and NCL circuit operating over the

military specified temperature range, both designed in a

65 nm process. For the CBL circuit the clock speed required

to meet the worst case corner of the envelope is 9.15 kHz.

In contrast to this an equivalent clockless NCL circuit

responds to the operating conditions. It runs at 11.4 kHz at

the worst case corner of the envelope but runs at 198 kHz
under nominal conditions and at 2290 kHz at high

temperatures.

This ability for the NCL circuit to operate at the actual

circuit conditions means that the NCL circuit runs ap-

proximately 20� the speed of the CBL system at nominal

temperature, while the NCL system consumes approxi-

mately the same energy per calculation as it did at the

worst case temperature. At 125 �C, the NCL circuit runs
250� as fast as the CBL circuit, and consumes nearly 32�
less energy per calculation. The energy savings is realized

either with power shutoff at the end of the calculation or

preferably by voltage scaling which would save more

energy in this dynamic energy per operation (E/Op) do-

minated example.

The graphs on the right of the figure show how dyna-

mic and static (leakage) power contribute to the overall

Fig. 9. Subthreshold CBL versus NCL performance.

Fig. 10. Comparison of CBL and NCL circuits operating in subthreshold.
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energy required per cycle (E/C). Note that the CBL sys-

tems’ static energy consumption increases linearly, be-

cause the circuit has to wait for the worst case timing
bounded by the clock period.

The impact of this behavior on a military system is

shown in Fig. 11 where it can be seen that over the

temperature profile shown, NCL circuits combined with

power shutoff would use 7� less energy than the CBL

circuits not having the capability to adapt to temperature

changes.

Military systems operate over a broad temperature
range, often with high performance or mixed-signal con-

tent producing temperature gradients within the physical

extent of the clock tree. When comparing NCL to CBL,

based on our long experience with designing and using

military ASICs, our perception is that by combining NCL

with power shutoff or adaptive voltage scaling at least

80% of military projects could achieve energy savings be-

tween that shown in the figure (7�) and 20� lower
energy. The remaining systems might achieve even greater

energy reduction; up to 30� or more over the life of a

mission.

This best reflects our impression of the percentages of

military systems that fall within these categories. Due to

the complexities, intellectual property issues, and time

and expense involved in doing a thorough quantification

of the percentages of systems that could achieve these
savings, we feel that a more accurate quantification than

those we provided would be impractical.

IV. ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT TO
MAKE CLOCKLESS LOGIC AVAILABLE
TO SUBTHRESHOLD/ULTRALOW-POWER
DESIGNERS

Although there are clearly potential advantages to apply-

ing NCL approaches to subthreshold systems as shown,

NCL design methodologies are less mature than their

equivalent CBL design methodologies (we are working

with a tools/methodology company to address this). While

this represents a significant handicap in conventional
superthreshold designs, the mature CBL design approaches

are not well suited to ULP operation in a subthreshold

regime.

Commercially available CBL subthreshold design ap-

proaches are not presently available that produce optimal

designs. Statistical static timing analysis is required to

avoid excessive timing margins, however, process design

kit support needed to do the analysis with commercial
tools at subthreshold voltages having lognormal statistical

analysis capability is not available for many leading edge

manufacturing processes. Lack of a robust methodology for

NCL based subthreshold design is obviously a problem, but

in this case it is not as severe a penalty as it would be in the

nominal voltage regime.

Some of the challenges unique to subthreshold design

require additional development in order to provide a design
environment to ULP designers that is comparable to existing

design environments for CBL superthreshold designs.

Operating at the lowest voltage levels requires the

careful design and modeling of cell library structures,

where the sizing and topology of the cells need to be

validated for use in the subthreshold environment. Sizing

rules that may work well in the normal operating regime

may leave cells unable to function across extreme low
voltages. Cell libraries need to be developed and charac-

terized specifically for operation in subthreshold condi-

tions in addition to normal mode operation [31]. Many

cells that may function adequately at normal voltage levels

may be incapable of operating at very low subthreshold

levels. With this in mind, designers need to understand the

trade-offs and may need to synthesize their lowest energy

designs into a smaller subset of cells than are available for
sections of the design that are destined for normal voltage

level operation. This applies equally to CBL and NCL

approaches.

Fig. 11. NCL impact on mission energy requirement.
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To truly make subthreshold design routine for de-
signers, approaches for giving the designer feedback on

the trade-off of energy versus performance during the

design phase need to be developed. Designers interested

in the lowest possible energy designs need to be able to

understand the trade-offs they are making in regards to

throughput, energy consumption, and area. Such tools

need to be capable of providing designers with information

on the performance of designs across all valid conditions.
The kinds of performance information required would in-

clude the worst case speeds, best case speeds, energy con-

sumption, but would also need to provide some estimate of

the expected nominal throughput: unlike the CBL design

which is limited to the worst case performance by the

clock, the NCL design will tend to operate much closer to

the nominal throughput figures, somewhere between

worst case and best case timings.
To truly take advantage of the lowest energy calcula-

tions, multiple voltage level schemes need to be developed,

analyzed, and demonstrated. Trade-offs between the over-

head and complexity of the more complicated voltage

schemes versus the granularity of control over power con-

sumption must be analyzed, and design guidelines created.

Considerations on boundaries for level shifting need to be

explored, to determine the appropriate granularity of sub-
threshold voltage domains.

Additionally, interfaces to, and capabilities for operat-

ing additional components required for creating usable

systems in subthreshold need to be investigated. This would

include approaches to interfacing efficiently with various

classes of memories as well as analog or RF circuitry.

Further, operation with the widely varying character-

istics expected in subthreshold will open up whole new
categories of challenges for IC test. New approaches for

efficiently validating both functionality and performance,

across extremely wide operating characteristics need to be

examined. Are there new classes of tests, new ways to

compress testing that can be developed to better facilitate

the validation of circuits operating in subthreshold? What

can be done to accelerate testing of devices, so that the cost

of testing the chips does not become prohibitively ex-
pensive due to long test times on very expensive testers?

These are key areas to be researched.

To address one of the key issues with operation in the

subthreshold mode, the loss of performance, new ap-

proaches will need to be considered. In a typical micro-

system architecture there are periods of low performance

in which subthreshold operation can be used to reduce the

energy usage, but there are periods in which much higher
performance is required, for example to perform complex

signal and image processing algorithms. A way to deal with

this situation is the use of power domains: the use of

processing blocks in which the supply voltage is raised or

lowered to meet the processing demand.

In a CBL design this requires very careful matching of

the power supply voltage with the clock rate and the

availability of a range of clock speeds. An NCL circuit
inherently responds to the power supply voltage. This

allows the possibility of using the data rate being intro-

duced into a circuit block to dynamically control the power

supply voltage and turn the voltage up or down to match

the data rate.

Currently we are working with EDA partners to address

this mode of operation. Taking advantage of high level

knowledge of the NCL circuit functionality, it will be pos-
sible for the designer to optimize the power supply voltage

and dynamically balance data rate and supply voltage. This

ongoing work is intended to automate the process of de-

signing the structures needed to automatically adjust the

performance of small scale NCL circuits to provide the

most energy efficient operation. Turning the voltage down

when there is little or no activity in that subcircuit, or

turning it up as the data rates increase, moving through the
entire operating range from subthreshold to superthreshold

levels. The aspects being explored that make this innovative

are the granularity with which this can be achieved, and the

ability to move the operating voltage continuously from

sub- to superthreshold.

In principle this use of data driven control of the power

supply voltage can provide a continuous dynamic control

that will allow the circuits to Bslide[ up and down the
power versus performance envelope from subthreshold

operation to normal mode operation. Some performance

penalty will occur because currently transistor structures

cannot be optimized simultaneously for subthreshold ope-

ration and normal mode operation, however as results

from the DARPA Subthreshold-slope Transistors for Elec-

tronics with Extremely Low Power (STEEP) program [32]

emerge these can easily be incorporated into an NCL cell
library.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has looked at the challenges associated with

emerging battery-powered microsystems and their widely

varying power-performance envelopes, and some of the

challenges these systems can present. Digital logic sub-
threshold operation was introduced briefly as a means to

potentially achieve very high energy savings, and the major

issue of timing uncertainty was presented. Clockless

logic was presented as an emerging class of digital logic

design techniques as a means to enable subthreshold/

ultralow-power operation by mitigating the extreme

timing issues associated with significant PVT variation

that occurs in this voltage regime. Some representative
design results were introduced, along with a brief dis-

cussion of operation of some of the different styles of

clockless logic.

As proof of concept of the potential of clockless logic’s,

and particularly NCL’s, ability to enhance the value of

subthreshold design, results from the consideration of

actual systems were presented. The results showed the
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significant power-performance advantages that can be had
by using a quasi delay insensitive clockless logic style to

design circuits for subthreshold operation, resulting in a

conclusion that significant energy savings of 7–20� could

be had in a large percentage of designs by using a clockless

approach, and that even larger savings of up to 30� could

be had in some applications. Further, the ability of the

NCL approach to adapt to operating conditions automat-

ically across PVT variations showed promise of better
throughput than subthreshold CBL designs. Some of the

pros and cons of the clockless logic style considered in this

paper relevant to subthreshold operation were presented.

Finally, this paper outlined some ongoing and future work

required in order to enable designers to take advantage of

clockless subthreshold design, including looking at apply-
ing dynamic power control to the operation of clockless

circuits moving between subthreshold and superthreshold

regimes. h
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